animals and birds as gods. Tbey also believed that a god or another
human's soul was by transmigration in the body of the animal bird
rodent or insect. In the ancient Egyptian Temples calves cows snakes
crocodiles alligators birds would roam free . The emblem on the
headgear of the ancient Pharaohs was a picture of a snake and a prey
bird-the falcon. The emblem to this day for physicians is a picture of a
snake. .

Bloodshed in continuous wars plagued Egypt Persia and
India. Since early history
internal strife and civil wars have
Even in modern times Hindus kill Sikhs and
ravaged India.
Muslims and vice versa.
That is why the British in 1947 separated them
into India and Pakistan.

The Hindus historically have a low caste that are untouchables and
are d.iscriminated against. They also kill by burning the widow the day
her husband dies. That custom has been abolished in recent times.

No wonder that the Church and the secular authorities in Europe
and later in Poland and Russia since 1200's feared the influence of the Jews
and insisted that they be segregated in
Ghettos. See The Ghetto by
Louis Wirth pages 22-33; Jewish Life in the Middle Ages by Israel
Abrahams pages 62-69, 161,332,409.
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They had nothing to fear that the non Jew would adopt the
restrictive Mitzvohs -rituals of the Jew from cradle to grave; or even his
pure monotheism. The Christian gospel was more appealing.

It was not the fear that the nOD Jew would adopt the Jewish
rituals. All the rituals are transcendent to human understanding. For one
not born Jewish he/she is not required to observe them and there exists no
logical reason for him/her to adopt them. They are not humane rational
laws. Why then all the paranoia?

What they feared was the example of Jews being tolerant having
compassion for everyone regardless of faith color sex or national origin.
Jews never settled disputes with dissident sects and heretical movements
with the sword. JEWS USE REASONING AND PERSUASION. The fall
back default position -the worst possible contingency- the heretical view
persists. So what. We are not G-d's policemen. Let G-d himself deal with
the heretics. It is not our task to save all the souls of men. If a=b, it is true
that a can not =c. But it is not my job to make sure that all men state
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that a=b and not c
even if I have the power to force every man to
acknowledge that a=b and not c. Otherwise you create genocide and
destroy the world. If G-d wants all men to have one universal religion let
G-d make an appearance daily all over the world and announce this fact.
Just like G-d appeared at Mt. Sinai 3400 years ago in front of millions of
Jews and non Jews and gave the Ten Commandments, so too let Him
duplicate Revelation daily for all humanity.

IN THAT WAY ALL DISPUTES WILL BE SETTLED.

Since there exists no daily revelation G-d by default is quite happy
that tbere exists a multitude of people eacb expressing tbeir vision and
belief wbo G-d is and wbat G-d wants.

As long as tbey do not hurt and
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certainly not kill other people IT IS OK.

The American first amendment to the constitution of freedom of speech
and religion and divorce of the state and the church is the kernel of
Judaism.
Democracy is what Europeans feared for the last 1700
years.
See Kuzri in defense of Judaism and why Jews do not accept
Christianity. See Edward Gibbon The Triumph of Christendom in the
Roman Empire page 8. This is the argument the early Jewish Christians
the Ebyonim gave why Jews do not accept the message of Paul that the
Jewish ritual Laws-all the Mitzvohs have been superseded by the New
Covenant- Christianity and are no longer valid.
G-d is truth. Israel and the Torah are equally the truth and wll exist
eternally. All humans are the truth and the Seven Nohadite Mitzvohs
Principles of humanity are the truth and will exist to etrenity.

Jews tolerate dissent and even heretical views.

Europeans for 1700 year feared democracy.
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get rid of

That was the reason Hitler and the Nazis had to
the Jews ,if he was going to enslave the world.

Hitler and the Nazis were not an anomaly; but the legitimate son of J 700
years of European "civilization" .

1 know of a case of a Jewish Student 50 years ago who was
accepted in a university for a masters program. His philosopby
professors warned him tbat if he wanted to pass his course he must
abandon the Jewish idea that Jews are the chosen people. The professor
assigned a term paper witb the topic -what is my philosophy in life. The
student wrote that his philosophy was Judaism and summarized
Judaism that Judaism is freedom of speech religion and divorce of state
and cburch. The Jewisb concept of being chosen is that G-d selected the
Jews to achieve immortality by observing the Mitzvohs the ritual
Chukim non rational laws in addition to the Seven Nohadite principles of
humanity recorded in the Talmud and summarized in tbe Shulcban
Aruch -The Code of Laws. G-d cbose all non Jews to observe the Seven
Nohadite principles of bumanity. In that way they achieve immortality.
The philosophy professor failed this student. Upon asking the professor
why he was failed, the reply was "I WARNED YOU".
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He made up this course and received a passing grade and thus
fulfilled all his course requirements. He was now ready to write his thesis.
He was, however, warned by one of the faculty that this same philosophy
professor who failed him was on the committee who passes or fails
applicants in their thesis. He was advised to take another six credits that
would substitute for a thesis. The student insisted on his US constitutional
rights and wrote a thesis. The philosophy professor failed him and he did
not receive his masters degree.
It is obvious that the professor was not a loose wheel. He was

carrying out the policy of the college. The student held the college
responsible.

This college was using marks of passing and failing as coercion to
dictate their anti
Judaic and blatantly Anti- Semitic agenda.

IF Jews were not welcome he was not going to push to remain or get a
degree.
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He did not want them.

The ball was now in the court of this student. Now he was in
control. He made a profit cost analysis. He decided that he did not want a
degree from such a university. He had completed the 24 credits in 4
months and completed the additional course to compensate for the
philosophy course in 3 weeks. So it was no big deal to switch all these
credits to another university.
The student decided not to sue the university because he was
ashamed to display any degree from a university that was bigoted. The
university had no
Catholic Muslim or Jewish students. There
were no students of color. It goes with out saying that this university did
not have any professors who were Muslim Catholic Jewish or of color.
There were no women professors ..
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THE STUDENT DID NOT WANT TO HAVE ANYTillNG
TO DO WITH SUCH AN ANTI-SEMITIC INSTITUTION. IN
ADDITION THEY ALSO WERE RACISTS AND SEXISTS. ..
TillS IS THE ADVISE FOR LONGEVITY -NOT TO HAVE ANY
BUSINESS WITH PEOPLE WHO UPSET YOU AND ARE
UNREASONABLE OR DISHONEST.

In addition he wisely decided to spend his energy time
and money and enter another career. He received a degree from an
other university that is considered one of the top universities in the world ..
He achieved security financial success and satisfaction in his new choice.
Would he have sued and won he would have remained for the rest of his life
in a low paid job with very little security ..

Every thing in life has a silver lining. We may not be able
to control what other people do to us. But we can control-to an extent- how
we react. The measure of a wise man is what and how one reacts to
injustice.
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The secret of Jewish survival is not to blow your top and
avenge every injustice ;but to be pragmatic and move on to survive.

When the Ten Tribes ofIsrael were exiled by the Assyrians
2700 years ago the Rabbis of the Talmud absolved them from observing
Judaism, if doing so would endanger their lives. See my Responsa on
Four Parts ofShulchan Aruch vol 3 chapter 19.
SURVIVAL OVER RIDES ALL LAWS.
See what the Talmud discusses the Ten Lost TribesTalmud Baavali Sanehdrin IlOb;94 ;Megila 14b

They now were freed from the restrictions imposed by
Judaism .They now had the flexibility of engaging in any conduct to
ensure their survival. When they would have the opportunity they could
always return and join Judaism again. At the most they would have to
convert back to Judaism in a conditional conversion. If they are really
Jews no conversion is necessary. If not, they presently are converting.
This is the procedure that certain Rabbinical authorities
require Jews who were lost to Judaism for hundreds or thousands of
years to
undertake. This is the procedure that Jews
Fallasha Jews; from India the Benai
coming from Ethiopia the
Menashe; or coming from Burma Afghanistan have to follow. There
exists millions of Jews who claim that they come from the Ten Tribes.
These Jews are in addition to many non Jewish sects who have adopted
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Christianity who claim they are
descendants from the Ten Lost
Tribes. Such a sect existed in Great
Britain.

As a rule in the great majority of cases the anusim -the Jews
forced to convert in Spain and Portugal married only within their own
group. They did not intermarry. This fact was established as Jewish law in
Aruch Hashulchon Even Hoezer 3:16. If one of the descendants of the
anusim claims that they are descendants of the priestly tribe of Aaron
they are believed. If they want to marry a Jew there exists no problem.
See Aruch Hashulchon Yoreh Dayoh 268:14. Other authorities -the
Aruch Hashulchon -writes that each case be separately investigated.
Rabbi Feinstein in Igros Moshe insists that the anusim or Jews claiming
that they are descendants of the Lost Ten Tribes undergo a conditional
conversIOn.
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The lesson to he learned from 1700 years of history is that

the Jew

must have a country of his own ,

otherwise he will not survive any place on this planet.

The survival of the State of Israel
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is an

existential issue

for every Jew in the world.

Chapter III
LETHAL LIES

THAT KILLED \00 I NON JEWS FOR EVERY JEW
KILLED

Judaism grants non Jews WHO OBSERVE THE SEVEN Nohadite humane
principles salvation eternity regardless of their perception ofG-d that differs
from the pure monotheism of Judaism. Thus non Jews who are good citizens and
obey the laws of their state and country are granted salvation. and will have a
share in the world to come. Judaism grants space for all faiths who claim they
are monotheistic all the denominations of Christianity Roman Catholics Russian
and Greek Orthodox all denominations of the Protestant movement; all
denominations oflslam , Budhism Hinduis , Zoroasrianism ,.
Judaism respects the claims of the billions of humans for the last thousands of years. each
religion are entitled to interpret their faith as they see fit. Each of these religions can claim that they
are -THE CHOSEN PEOPLE THAT THEY HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE AND

ONLY UNIVERSAL TRUTH AND MANKIND CAN FIND SAL VAnON ONLY
IF THEY ACCEPT ALL UNDERLINED ALL THE TENETS OF THEIR FAITH.
OTHER WISE THEY WILL BURN IN HELL TO ETERNITY. JUDAISM HAS NO
PROBLEM WITH SUCH A POSITION ..

THE PROBLEM EXJSTS ONLY WHEN ONE RELIGION TRIES TO
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COERCE OTHER HUMANS WHO DO NOT SHARE THEIR CONVICTIONS TO
ACCEPT THEIR FAITH AND IDEAS USING ANY FORM OF COERCION.
CERTAINLY WHEN LIES ARE EMPLOYED TO POISON MEMBERS OF
THEIR FATH TO HATE AND KILL ANY HUMAN WHO DOES NOT AGREE
WITH THEIR FAITH OR INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURES THAT SUCH
BEHAVIOR RENDERS THE ONES WHO ARE PROPAGATING THE LETHAL
LIES AS ACCESSORIES IN ABETTING MURDER.

Consequently , I want to commend the Catholic Church and Pope Paul for their
valor courage and foresight by their declaration in 1965 in the Vatican II that the
Jews IN ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS ARE NOT TO BE HELD
ACCOUNT ABLE for DEICIDE. -for the crucifixion of Jesus. This declaration and
apology for the misinterpretation of the sons of the Church for the last 1700 years
puts to rest the theological basis for the murder of millions ofJews and hundred of
millions or billions of non Jews in all the wars waged in the name of the Christian
faith that any student of history discovers when he studies history. We have in
previous chapters high lighted numerous examples.
I also wish to contribute to this matter that never in a trillion years would a
Jewish court have sentenced Jesus to death based on the testimony recorded in the
Gospels of Mark ,Mathew , Luke or John or the Epistles and letters of Paul.

Before I get started I wish to lend a historical perspective. In the year 30 ACE
millions of people
when the crucifixion took place, there existed in Israel
believing in many religions. Romans and Greeks worshiped the mystery middle East
gods. The Jews themselves were splintered into many denominations Pharisees
Sadducees Samaritans Essences and these groups were splintered into sub groups.
The Pharisees were divided into sub groups that differed in the interpretation of the
laws. However they lived together in peace and harmony and tolerated each other's
differences, Even though the pharisees considered some of the beliefs and practices
or non observance of the Sadducees and Samaritans as heresy the laws of the
Talmud were flexible enough to accommodate each other and live together. The most
that happened was that the Samaritans or Sadducees were labeled as non Jews.
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Jewish laws that applied to non Jews were then applied to them. However they were
then only not qualified to participate in the ritual functions of the religious
community. The same that a Catholic who violates Church law helshe believes in
abortions or remarries after a civil divorce will not be given communion by the
priests. Members of a different religion likewise are not given communion.

In Jewish law the Samaritans and Sadducees were not considered as
competent to officiate as part of a minyon the quorum of ten males necessary to have
prayers. They were not qualified to be ritual scribes or ritual slaughterers-shohtim or be elected as judges or have their testimony accepted in marriage and divorce cases.
Their testimony could be accepted in civil cases They could be judges in civil cases.
That was all. Never were non Jews Samaritans Sadducees or Essences killed because
of their religious beliefs.
Any trial of Jesus would at most have found that what he preached was in the
same category as non Jews therefore he would have been banned from officiating in
participation in Jewish ritual
matters as discussed above. As evidence -the early
Christian church remained in Israel. Christians as long as they remained in Israel
then called Judea for several hundred years were not harmed by Jews. As a
matter of fact Christian sources cite that Rav Gamliel intervened to save the life of a
Christian.
For the first 300 years of Christianity the Romans persecuted and killed
hundreds of thousands of Christians . They decapitated Paul and crucified Peter amd
his wife. For the next 300 years after Constantine selected the Trinitarian creed as
the official religion of Rome the Christians in power killed hundreds of thousands of
other Christians who possessed views and beliefs that were different than those
approved by the synods. The Romans killed every man woman and child -millions
who dared to rebel against them. Julius Caesar when the Gauls in France rebelled
massacred half a million people every man woman and child. Christian theology
developed over a period of 500-600 years. In 325 the synod at Nicaea was
convened by the Roman Emperor Constantine, who presided. The Pope and
Bishops with the participation of Constantine voted to accept the Trinitarian concept
that Jesus was of the same substance as God . Regardless if we accept the position
of the Catholic Church that a democratic vote occurred or we accept the position of
those who claim that Constantine issued an ultimatum that demanded that such a
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concept be adopted and place in the mouth of Jesus that such was the case, all agree
that prior to the synod, the question as to the nature of Jesus was not decided.
Opposing schools of thought Unitarianism led by Arian was tolerated.
Consequently, up to that date the passages in the New Testament condemning all the
Jewish people to eternity for not accepting the divinity of Jesus did not exist, since the
Roman Catholic Church themselves had not decided the issue . So, this blood libel
and religious coercion of
Jews to abandon their religion was first born once the
Church gained power and became the official religion of Rome. Furthermore,
hundreds of thousands of Christians were killed during the period 325-600.

By the year 625 the Muslims accepted the Unitarian concept and became an
existential a life and death threat to the Church. In addition when Constantine died
the Roman empire was split and divided among his two sons. One son took Italy
where the Roman Catholic Church was located and another son took the Middle East
Greece and Turkey . The Greek Orthodox Church in Constantinople under the
protection of the other son of Constantine in 390 broke away from the Roman
Catholic Church and challenged the hegemony and authority of the Church in Rome.

Jesus did not write the New Testament. According to Christian sources Mark
first recorded the events of the life of Jesus 70 years later. Mathew Luke John and the
Epistles of Paul followed. There exists contradictions between all the Gospels.

There does not exist today any remnants of the original Gospels. However in
1844- 1500 manuscripts of the Gospels were discovered in a covenant in the Sinai
desert. The transcripts originated between the fourth and tenth centuries. All these
transcripts are transcripts of transcripts. All of these transcripts contradict each
other. More than 80.000 variations have been found. All of them contradicting each
other. They come from different authors. Their function was to justify different
theological positions subscribed by the author of the manuscript. The most
prominent of these manuscripts is supposed to have been written in the fourth century.
It is called Codex Vaticanus . It contains 16,000 corrections from seven people .see
Miracles of the Gods by Eric Von Danken page 53 citing Dr. Robert kehr Die Religion
des Modernen Mensschen -Zurichno 60 Stifltung Fur Universelle Religion Von
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Danken also cites Federick Delitzsch - an erudite scholar who wrote a dictionary
found 3000 copying errors in these manuscripts.
No wonder then that at one of the Synods the Pope and his bishops in the
500's
ACE passed legislation that only the Pope and his bishops are authorized
to approve what is accepted as authentic Gospel. Furthermore, only the Pope and his
bishops are the only humans in the universe who are authorized to interpret the Bible.
Anyone else who challenges their interpretation is a heretic and is to be punishes by
burning at the stake. Today the Church has no power to bum heretics, but will
excommunicate them .Or refuse to let them partake of the wine and bread given at
communion that accompany all masses and sacraments. Therefore if they are not in
good standing with church teachings or practice they are denied communion and can
not be united with Jesus. In the Constitution of the Council of the Church on
November 21,l964in the statement of of November 18,1965 on the relationship with
non Christian religions in the solemn credo of Pope Paul VI ofJune 30,1968 it was
stated the following.:
[I] That the Roman Catholic Church alone proclaims the infallible truth.
[2]that the Catholic Church alone is the true heir of the Divine promise
[3]that the Catholic Church alone is in possession of the spirit of Christ
[4]that thc Catholic Church alone is entrusted with the infallible teaching office
[5]that the Catholic Church alone is in possession of the absolute truth
[6]On November 18, 1964 the Catholic church proclaimed solemnly and most
officially the dogmatic constitution
[a] that God was the originator of the Bible
[b] that all parts of the Bible are sacred
[c] that all parts of the Bible were composed under the influence of the Holy Ghost
[d] that everything that the inspired composers ofthe Bible say must be considered to
have been written by the Holy Ghost and what is taught in the Bible is accurate, true
and with out error
Erich Von Danken author of Miracles of the Gods questions the accuracy of the above
proclamation.
He states that Jesus never wrote one word of the New Testament. There exists no
remnants of the original manuscripts, other than those manuscripts found in a
covenant in the Sinai desert in 1845. Of the 1500 manuscripts found written from the
4-8 centuries all of them are full of errors and have been corrected numerous times.
Each manuscript contradicts the other. Each manuscript presents the theological
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position of the author who wrote it. Some manuscripts come to opposite conclusion
using the same text.

If this is the dogmatic position of the Catholic church in 1968 regarding non
Christian faiths, there exists very little to discuss.
The Church did absolve the Jews of future generations of the charge of deicide .
However the position of the Church was unbending in their non recognition of the
legitimacy of any faith that is not Roman Catholic. Thus in addition to Judaism ,they
do not recognize Islam with over one billion four hundred million adherents,
Hinduism with over one billion adherents, Buddhism with over one billion adherents
or as a matter of fact they do not recognize the legitimacy of any other Christian
faith that have over one billion adherents . They recognize the legitimacy only of
Roman Catholicism.

Pope Benedict XVI in April 2008 upon visiting the USA stated that the great
problem facing the church is that parishioners challenge their role of obedience and
challenge the authority of the Catholic Church- that it is the vicar and only
legitimate source of knowing the Divine truth on earth. To his credit Pope Benedict
has been outspoken against anti-Semitism using any religion to sponsor terrorism.
He follows the wonderful lead of Pope Paul VI and Pope John who preceded Pope
Benedict.

Theoretically, there exists no change in attitude on the part of the Church' s
perception of its self regarding its role of authority and demanding blind
unquestioned obedience since the year 500 ACE. The only difference is that the
Church today has been stripped of its power. Thus it is an existential issue oflife and
death that there exists a divorce of Church and state in order to prevent a repeat of
all the murders of millions ifnot billions of humans of all faiths as occurred for the last
1700 years.
The Muslims today under Iran call for the mass
conversions of all Europeans or if not they are to be murdered. They already have
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begun in their suicide bombings in London Paris Madrid and the USA in 09-1 1-0 I
when they killed 3000 Americans in NYC at the Twin Towers
However tragedy struck the Roman Catholic Church. The Western
Roman empire in Rome was invaded by Barbarians who in a number of years 600's
ACE managed to over run Rome and destroy them. It took the Roman Catholic
Church 400-500 years to regain its secure position at Rome with the new rulers. Now
let us go back to the story of the crucifixion and the question of Jewish involvement
,if any.

The Sanehdrin -the Jewish high Court ceased having the authority to pass
capital cases -executions - 40 years prior to the destruction of the Second Temple. - 70
ACE. Thus since 30 ACE -the date of the crucifixion the Sanehdrin had such power
removed by Rome. According to Jewish Law once the supreme Sanehdrin ceases
functioning capital cases can not be heard and death sentences can not be issued by
any Jewish Court. Then All Jews are
OBLIGATED TO
SAVE THE ACCUSED . This is enunciated in the precept of you shall not stand still
Rotzeach
while your neighbors blood is being spilled. See Rambam
Uslunirot Hanefesh 1: 14. Therefore even if Jesus would have been
guilty for any capital crime all Jews would have been obliged to save him.

Furthermore, no human can be convicted on his own incriminating
testimony, See Rambam Sanehdrin 18:6. According to the Gospels it was Jesus
who incriminated himself. There did not exists two competent witnesses who
were saints who testified to these charges. Only saints and great Talmudic scholars
who knew the entire Talmud could testify in capital cases. The witnesses were
mandated to explain to the accused the gravity of his offense. The accused had to be
provided with the precise basis in the Talmud of his violation. The accused had to
comprehend what he was told and state that he understands but does not care. He must
instantly commit the capital offense. The witnesses are cross examined as to every
minor detail. A 40 day appeal period must pass where new witnesses are hunted to
state contradicting testimony. The accused has a right to an attorney or can act in his
own defense. None of these requirements are recorded as having take place at the trial
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of Jesus. If these procedures are not followed any court that convicts any person are
themselves subject to the death penalty.
Even if for arguments sake we will concede that the court at the time of Jesus
violate d all these requirements, however only they are subject to the death penalty,
not their children and not any other human. You shall not kill children for the sins of
their parents. No one in the world can ever take upon themselves their children and
other human be they Jews or non Jews an eternal curse for their misdeeds. This
statement in the New Testament blaming the Jews for all eternity and that the crowd
of rioters who urged that Jesus be crucified and Pontius Pilate the Roman governor
agreed in order to forestall a riot is an interpolation. That defies historical reality.
Josephus
wrote 24 books of Jewish history and lived in 70 ACE when the
temple was destroyed .
Josephus reports that Pontius Pilate was removed from
his position because of his cruelty. He would have crucified anyone who opposed him
and would have crucified all rioters. He certainly had the soldiers to do this. It is of
historical importance to note that none of the historians living at the time of Jesus
mention any thing about him. Even the greatest Greek and Roman Anti-Semites
Apion and Tacitus and all the other Anti-Semites who lived in that era are silent.
Josephus is silent. The mention of Jesus in one edition is accepted by early Church
Fathers such as Origen as an interpolation.. The Talmud that mentions all events is

silent. The only source is the New Testament that no original copies of the Gospels
42 historians dating back to the time of Jesus survive
ex.ist.. The books of
today. Not one of them mentions Jesus.

One can not blame all Christians to eternity for the fact that hundreds of
thousands of Christians were murdered by fellow Christians during 325 -600.when
Christianity formulated its position."No one can blame all Christians to eternity for
the millions of Christians who killed each other in the wars between Roman Catholics
and Greek Orthodox in 1185 and 1215. No one can blame all Christians for the
millions of Christians killed by other Christians between 1517and 1648 in the wars
between Protestants and Catholics. No one can blame all Christian for eternity for
the hundreds of thousands of Christians and Jews burned at the stakes by the
inqulsillon . No one can blame all Christians to eternity for the one million
holocaust that the first crusade killed every man woman and child in the South of
France known as the Albigensians for daring to challenge the Pope No one can blame
all Christians to eternity for the millions of Christians, Jews and Muslims killed by
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the various crusades. No one can blame all Christians to eternity for the thousands of
women condemned and burned by the inquisition for being witches. So too, one can
not blame all Jews to eternity for the sins and crimes of a few, even if they did exist at
the time of the crucifixion of Jesus.

Therefore Jesus would never have been convicted on his own incriminating
testimony.

Furthermore there is a prohibition to have any trial- civil trial and
certainly a capital trial at night or on a holiday. According to the Gospels the trial was
conducted on Passover eve when all Jews were celebrating the Seder.
Furthermore, it was mandatory for the minimum of forty days to pass between the
trial and exhausting all appeals before the convicted man or woman would be
executed. According to the Gospel Jesus was executed immediately.

Further more it is forbidden to hand over even the worst criminal to non

Jews to be imprisoned and certainly executed. There does not exists a worse sin than
such an action.

Further more since Jesus claimed that he was the Messiah, all Jews
would rally behind him to be liberated from the tyranny of the Romans. This was what
happened 40 years later when all Jews regardless of their religious affiliations be they
Paresis Sadducees Edomites Samaritans united to fight the Romans. in 68-70 ACE,
They again revolted in 100 ACE and again in 130 ACE. The Jews may have not
agreed with his theological positions that they considered against traditional
teachings, but they would have followed him in order to break the yoke of Roman
rule. The last thing that they would have done is to hand Jesus over to the Roman
authorities. Would any Jew dare to have done such a thing that Jew would have been
stoned or lynched. Therefore to claim in the Gospels that the Jews coerced the
Romans to crucifY Jesus defies reason and never occurred in a trillion years.
Unfortunately this libel was fabricated to poison men's mind to hate Jews and kill
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them. What is unfortunate is that these sons of the Church who employed these lethal
lies to sell Christianity employed these lies and put them into the mouth of Jesus as
though Jesus himself uttered these accusations. Thus they used the
identical strategy as the Greek emperors such as Alexander claimed that he was a god
the son of the Egyptian god Arnon and thus won the blind allegiance
and unquestionable obedience of his subjects. This tactic was used by the early church
fathers in their war against the Jews.

Jesus did not write a single sentence of the New Testament. According
to Christian sources the earliest recording of the Gospels occurred 70 years after
the death of Jesus. This was the time that the same men who recorded the New
Testament were embroiled in a war against the Jews to win converts for their
respective religions.

The writers of the New Testament hated with a passion Jews and Judaism and
cast Jews as worse than the devil incarnate and tried to white wash what the Romans
did in order to win favor with the Romans. Thus they painted the Roman governor
Pilate as prepared to release Jesus; but he was forced by the unruly mob of Jews to
agree to have Jesus crucified in order to prevent a riot. This portrayal of the Roman
governor defies what Josephus in his 24 books that describe Jewish history describe
the Roman governor who ordered the crucifixion of Jesus as a cruel monster who
killed indiscriminately and was finally removed because of his
cruelty. He was not afTaid of any mob. He wold have crucified all the Jews who
would dare defy his orders.
It is because of these reasons that the honest Christian must divorce those
passages in the New Testament that blame the Jews for Jesus's crucifixion and cast a
curse on them and their descendants as long as they do not embrace Christianity from
the kernel of their belief in Christianity. It is statements like what we mentioned that
were used for 1700 years to kill millions of Jews and have one Christian
denomination kill millions of humans belonging to another Christian denomination.
We have previously detailed the numerous killings murder and that Christians have
perpetrated on other Christians. Millions ifnot billions of humans have been killed of
all races and religions all in the name of Christianity -Jesus or Islam - Mohammad.
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I am certain that Paul Peter and Peter's wife looking down from heaven every
day since 325 ACE to today would cry that they died in vain.
Certain Europeans
have corrupted Christianity and turned Christianity on its head. Those
Europeans, who
had the power to make the decisions or exert the influence in
the commission of
all the above crimes, have violated since 325 to today some of the Ten
Commandments- that outlaw murder rapes fornication stealing and certainly
grand larceny-and bearing false witness- fabricating accusations against millions of
Jews and billions of other humans- that led to their murder- These are the lethalliesthat are a blatant violation of the Ten Commandments-" Thou shalt not murder Thou
shalt not commit fornication Thou shalt not steal Thou shalt not bear false witness
against another" Exodus 20: 13 Deuteronomy 5: 17 . These commandments were
written by the Fingers of G-d himself. They made a farce of the Jewish Bible
dictated by G-d himself and written immediately by Moses whose author ship is never
in dispute. Hundreds of millions of Humans were enslaved ifnot killed by Europeans
since 1500 as they conquered Africa Asia North and South America Australia and
New Zealand. Europeans have been a curse and a plague. Paul Peter and Peter's
wife cry out that their sacrifice was in vain. Paul was decapitated and Peter and his
wife were crucified. Better that mankind would have remained with their pagan
deities. The pagans were a piece of cake compared to these Europeans. At least thy

did not commit murder and grand larceny on a
Universal scale. Hitler's holocaust
of the Jews is a legitimate child of European anti Semitism.
It is noteworthy that the Prophet Ezekiel in chapter 38:21 and the

Prophet Chagai 2:22 prophesy that in Messianic times that those nations and
citizens of such countries who will attack the newly resurrected State oflsrael will
drop dead killed by the swords of other nations who attack Israel. Thus we see today
the Muslims attacking the British French and Spanish by terrorist bombings in
London Paris and Madrid. They kill by suicide bombings fellow Muslims in Iraq
Afghanistan and North Africa . The European anti-Semites who deny The legitimacy
oflsrael as a Jewish country, to this day are the sworn enemies oflsrael and the
Jews. Their trade unions every year pass resolutions to boycott Israeli university
professors and hurt Israel. It is of interest that the more and greater their hatred toward
Israel the greater is the intent of al qaeda and other terrorist groups to slaughter all the
Europeans unless they convert to Islam.
On the other hand all Gentiles including Christians all over the world who help
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Israel politically economically and donate millions of dollars to enable Jews to
immigrate to Israel from all over the world and build new settlements will merit the
blessings ofG-d as is dramatized in the words ofZecheria chapter 3 and 4 .Ezekiel
Chapters 36 and 37 . These Gentiles will achieve union with G-d. The words of King
Solomon Kings I chapter 8:41,42,43 Chronicles 2 chapter 6 verse 32,33 and Isaiah
chapter 56 verse 6,7 will be fulfilled that Torah will go forth from Zion and Zion will
be a house of worship for all men Jews and Gentiles.
For G-d has sworn with his ann held high that never to eternity will He
abandon the Jews no matter how they sinned. Jews will always remain as the chosen
people the children of Abraham Isaac and Jacob. He will always remain to protect
the Jews. See Isaiah chapter 62 :8. G-D swears that he makes a covenant with the
Jewish people that he will never abandon them.- Isaiah 45:9. Just like G-d made a
covenant with Noah and his descendants that He will never again bring a deluge to
destroy the world See Geneses 9: 13 ; so too G-d makes a covenant with the Jewish
people to eternity Isaiah 45:9 . . See Psalms 89verses 29-37 that G-D swears that as He
is true and never lies so too His Covenant to the Jewish people is etemal no matter
what they do . He may punish them for their sins, but is always supporting them and
will return them to Zion and Jerusalem . See Ezekiel chapter 36 and Chapter 37.
Those Gentiles WHO HELP WILL BE BLESSED AND WILL LIVE TO
ETERNITY AND WILL NEVER DIE. THEY WILL BE RESURRECTED AND
WILL LIVE FOR EVER.
It stands to reason that Paul subscribed to the dual Covenant. That Jews

are the Chosen of G-d as long as they observe all the Mitzvot of the Torah. Non Jews
according to Paul must accept Jesus to have salvation. Then gentiles are also
chosen.
Why would Paul support a collision course with Judaism and preach a
theology that contradicts in word deed and spirit 1500 years of Jewish tradition? Why
would Paul elect to be a pariah rather than embrace the Judaic theology that it is
legitimate for non Jews to believe that there exists a partnership in the G-d head?
However Jews are mandated to believe in a strict monotheism. Only Jews are
obligated to observe all the ritual laws -circumcision , kosher Sabbath laws. All
human must observe all the humane laws -the laws that every good citizen observes
the civil and criminal laws of his society. He could accomplish all his goals with out
making a pariah of himse If and destroy Judaism and Jews. Why be confrontational
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when you can realize your goals being accommodating and let other men and their
beliefs live along side your own.

Therefore Paul preached Christianity for the gentiles and left the Jews alone.
Many Protestant preachers see the justice of this theology. and have renounced
converting Jews. They also find support from statements in the New Testament that
Paul did not convert Jews only Gentiles and conceded that Jews can find salvation if
they observe the Torah and Mitzvot.
G-d never abandons his promise to the
Jews that they are the chosen no matter if they sin. "For a promise once given by G-d
is never abandoned. It remains to eternity." This statement echos the citations I have
given previously from Isaiah and Psalms. Those are the words of Paul in Romans.
Many Catholic and Protestant ministers see the Messianic era in the creation of
the modem State of Israel and help support Israel financially politically and stand up
to counter the propaganda oflsrael's enemies
Let us hope that the prophesies oflsaiah in chapter 44-66 are fulfilled and
Torah will go forth from Zion and all men will help strengthen the building of Zion
and Jerusalem and help Jews return to the promised land. In that way all men will be
chosen and the prayers of all men will be heard. This is what Isaiah and King Solomon
before him proclaimed that G-d will listen to the prayers of all men and Zion will be a
place of worship for all men. Let us pray that the prophesy oflsaiah chapter 2 verse 4
and Micha chapter 4
Verse 3 be realized that no nation will lift up a sword against
another nation -no nation will learn the art of war -no nation will train and prepare for
war and spend billions or trillions preparing for war; rather the swords and all
instruments of war will be recycled into plows to enable man to use his/her wisdom
to better himself and their children rather than destroy other men. Men will use all
their wisdom and scientific knowledge to eliminate hunger control the weather
prevent hurricanes earthquakes and sunamas floods volcano eruptions
environmental warming eliminate hunger cancer aids and all venereal and other
contagious diseases. Men will find alternate sources of fuel and energy.

The Chofetz Chaim who died at 95 in 1933 wrote that we are living in the
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Messianic era. The scientific knowledge of men has exploded a trillion times what it
was a century or two earlier. Why did G-d grace and bless men with such a
knowledge? The answer is in order to enable men to accomplish the above mentioned
goals. In that manner when all men will possess all their needs there will not exist any
rational to go to war. This is the meaning in the prophesies that the world will change
that g-d will endow men with wisdom. Then the Messiah will adjudicate all disputes
between nations and all internal disputes and rebellions. There will not exist a corrupt
United Nations; only the Messiah's authority will be universally recognized. See
Isaiah in Chapter 65 verse 17 as well as Jeremiah chapter 31 verse 30.31,32,33
stated the following:" For God has sworn that the world would never be destroyed; So
too, the Jews and those Gentiles who help the Jews rebuild the land oftsrael will
never be destroyed. They will survive for ever." Jeremiah 31 verse 35.. "God
has created a new nature that will imbue all
mankind ,who will practice justice and mercy." Isaiah 65verse 17; 66verse 22 ;
Jeremiah chapter 31 verses 30-33. Even wild animals -a lion and a sheep will dwell
together Isaiah 65 verse 25." All men will seek to do good and despise evil and all
mankind on their own will by second nature have a new perspective of values that will
usher in the Messianic era. "

"And in that day God will be ONE and his name will be One. Zechria 14

will recognize the true
faith. Zechriah 14 verse 16,17,18. In that era all Jews will be gathered to Zion and
Jerusalem and the gentiles will assist the in gathering of the Jews. Micha 4 verse
1,2,3 Isaiah chapter 2 verse 2,3,4 chapter 65 and 66 verse 20-24. For the Jews must
return and rebuild Zion and Jerusalem in order for the Messianic era to be ushered in.
"For Jews will populate all the streets ofJerusalem and children will play in the streets
".zecharia 8 verse 4 And the Gentiles from all over the world will assist and urge
all Jews to immigrate and settle in Israel" Zechria 8 verses 20-23 he ga This era will
follow the wars of Gog and Mogug prophesied by Ezekiel chapter 38. Many
Evangicals and millions of other Christians and Moslems -who have accepted Israel
like Turkey Egypt and Jordan -in the last 60 years since Israel has been resurrected
have donated millions of dollars to assist financially politically and have countered
the negative propaganda and have assisted in the rebuilding of Israel and the
ingathering of Jews from the four corners of the globe. They are the Chsidei Umos
hoolem the pious of the nations who will merit heaven and eternal life . They will be
resurrected and will never die.
verse 9 All men on their own with out outside coercion
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It is my opinion that these wars have occurred -the First and Second world
wars the murder of the six million Jews in the holocaust; the creation of the State of
Israel and the four wars against the Arabs that resulted in a greater Israel and the
conquest of the entire land of historical Israel. I believe that it is forbidden to surrender
any part of historical Israel because it will delay the coming of the Messianic era. This
concern is in addition that it is suicide for Israel to establish a Palestinian State that
will always plot to destroy Israel, All Palestinians Arabs must be sent to Jordan that
occupies 80% of the original Palestine that Great Britain was given a mandate by the
League of Nations to establish a Jewish homeland. Instead in 1920 Great Britain
carved our 80% of the territory and established an Arab country -Jordan., Let all the
Palestinians in Gaza Yehuda and Shomron go there. We will then have an exchange of
populations as India and Pakistan accomplished in 1947 when the Indian sub
continent was divided between India and Pakistan . All Germans living in Poland
Czechoslovakia and Russia moved to Germany following the Second World War
because they were a hostile element and gave the Germans a pretext to invade these
countries. So too, all Palestinians must be exchanged and moved out of every part of
[srael. Only then will God be one and his Name will be One. For one of God's Names
is Sholom Peace. Man must behave politically in a manner that will encourage peace
-to move and exchange all Palestinians out of Israel to Jordan and all other Arab
countries and then God will give mankind Sholom -Peace.
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Chapter 4
REALITY

I have stressed continuously the position of Judaism that Judaism incorporates
tolerance and grants all faiths space to live. Judaism grants each faith the right to
interpret G-d and the relationship of man Iwoman to G-d in any way they see fit. They
can consider their faith as the only true religion in the world . They can consider
themselves the chosen people of G-d. No human can attain perfection or achieve
union with G-d unless that human pledges allegiance and adopts all the articles of
their faith, Otherwise that human will bum in hell to eternity.
All this is fine as long as the State does not endorse and enforce with police and
military power the articles of faith of anyone or many faiths. What happens in a free
society like we have in the USA when Christian groups earmark one billion dollars
dedicated to convert Jews? These groups are operating with in their constitutional,
grounds and exercising their right to freedom of speech. To address the arguments of

these groups I must unfortunately have to advance arguments that might offend my
Christian friends. However if! hesitate, I will be abandoning the unlearned Jew to
those individuals who view it as their mission to convert my fellow Jews. This
situation must be addressed in view of the fact that there exists- many- 60- churches
in the USA that call themselves Temples of Messianic Jews who adopt Jewish
symbolisms like the star of David together with the Cross and claim that they observe
Jewish holidays but convert them to a Christian theme and preach the Gospel.
What I am writing is not intended to win converts for Judaism.
Judaism
preaches that non Jews do not have to observe Jewish rituals or the Jewish
concept of Unitarianism to achieve salvation .As long as they observe the laws of
their country and state they will achieve salvation. Judaism however preaches that
Jews however must observe all the laws of the state and country, in addition to all the
Jewish rituals in order to achieve salvation.
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Let us begin by reviewing the historical reality. Constantine, the Roman
emperor in 325 convened 316 bishops at I icaea and himself presided as the supreme
bishop. He made it very clear that his wish was God's command. He forced all but 3
bishops to agree to the doctrine that Jesus was of the same substance as God. Until the
synod ofNicaea the position of Christianity was that God and Jesus were not the same
substance.
After the conference Constantine issued a
proclamation
that the decision at the synod was the will of God. Constantine was a believer of the
solar cult of Mithras believing the sun is god. In effect the Roman Catholic Church
by adopting the decree of Constantine was ipso fact accepting the basic tenets of the
far eastern and middle eastern mystery religions. All of them had as a cardinal belief
that God impregnated a virgin who gave birth to a man god. This man god disturbs
the status quo by preaching reform. He becomes a threat to the priests who are corrupt
. He is tried and is crucified. After three days the man god is resurrected and joins the
father god in heaven. Together they govern the
universe. The father god is the
creator; while the man god who was crucified and
died to forgive the sins of Adam
and the rest of mankind serves the role of forgiving sinners. Also there exists a holy
knowledge in the universe.
ghost whose role and function is wisdom and

Ask every pope since 325 ifhe is a unitarian. He will deny that he is a
Unitarians and exclaim that the only way one can achieve salvation is by believing in
Jesus as the Son of God. As a matter of fact the American Heritage Dictionary
defines a Unitarian as one not a Christian. Thus ipso facto the position of the
Church for the last 1700 years has been the identical position as the middle and far
eastern mystery religions. Yes, the name of the son has changed, but the basic
framework and dynamics remain the same. Even the Eucharist in all the sacraments
of the Catholic Church and many other Christian Churches are similar to the
sacraments of the Roman middle eastern mystery religion . One eats the holy wafers
and drinks the wine and in that way makes communion with the deity. Roman
Catholics and other Christians substituted Jesus for the deity.
They believe that the
wafers represents the body and the wine represents the blood of the deity at the
time of the crucifixion. . In both religions the believer recites three or seven times a
prayer that the wafer and wine represent the body and blood of the deity.
See
Miracles of the Gods by Erich Von Daniken pages 54-106.
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Erich Von Daniken cites numerous passages from the New Testament that are
similar as those passages from the Bibles and other holy books of the middle anD far
eastern mystery religions.

Now let us focus as to the reasons that Jews for the past 4000 years have not
accepted any of the far eastern and middle eastern mystery religions.
Jews have a tradition starting with Adam that G-d is One. G-D can not be
compartmentalized. There do not exist different entities to G-d who perform
different functions -one is a creator. the other is the one who forgives sins and an
other is the mind of wisdom . The ancients believed in such gods. They separated the
functions of god and brought sacrifices- many times human sacrifices- to appease the
particular deity. Thus we read in the prophet Jonah that Jonah was tossed into the sea
to appease Neptune the god of the sea when there was a storm and all aboard the ship
thought the ship would sink. The Phoenicians- Carthegians used to bring human
sacrifices regularly to appease their gods. Crucifixion used by Rome was also a
religious ceremony to appease their gods. When the Christians adopted the cardinal
principles of Constantine they also adopted the concept of crucifixion as an atonement
for the sins of mankind.

Judaism never once accepted that God can be compartmentalized; nor that
G-d has roles ; nor that it is necessary for anyone human or god to die for the sins
that he himselflherself did not commit. Children are never punished for the sins of
their parents. Each person is to be punished for his/her own sins. All these concepts
are givens. They are the basic foundation for 4000 years of Judaism and have been the
basic fabric for billions of Muslims since 625 when Mohammad preached Islam.

The basic creed of the Jew recited twice a day in the mourning and night is
shma yisroel hashem elokanu hashem echod. "Hear 0 Israel G-d is our G-d G-d is
One"- Deuteronomy 6:4.; Deuteronomy 5:5-11
"I am yourG-d who took you out
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from Egypt you shall not have any gods other than G-d. "
Exodus 20: 1,2 ; Deuteronomy 5:6-the Ten Commandments- "I am your G-d You shall
not have any G-d other than I. "

Every time G-d is mentioned it always is written in the Hebrew in the singular -One;
never in the plural or we .

See Isaiah

45: I 2, 13 14,18 that discuss the Unitarian nature of G-d.

After the church fathers capitulated and accepted Constantine's concept of
God they then commissioned a committee to edit every manuscripts they possessed
of the New Testament to dove tail and echo their doctrine. As pointed out earlier no
documents survive or exist from the New Testament other than what was found in a
monastery found in 1845. All 1500 ~ocuments of the New Testament that were found

contradict each other. Each document is written to propagate a particular theological
position. The Roman Catholic Church bumed all documents that espoused the gospels
of the early Hebrew Christians the Ebyonim who included James the brother of
Jesus that did not accept that Jesus is God. They also believed that it was mandatory
for Jews to observe all the Mitzvot. As a matter of fact Jesus as related in the New
Testament observed all the Mitzvot. It was the church fathers who decided on their
own to declare all the Mitvot abrogated and superceded by the New Testament.

The Church fathers preached to an audience Romans and Greeks who believed
in the middle eastern mysteries and of course never observed the Jewish rituals- the
mitzvot. At the end of the day the church fathers substituted Jesus for the son of one of
the Roman or Greek gods and told them that the Jewish rituals were no longer valid.
However, the Jewish rituals were never valid or obligatory according to Jewish law
for gentiles any way. So the gentiles at the end of the day were in the same position
as they started. That is what Constantine wanted and that is what the church delivered.
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That is why the church was successful in winning acceptance with the gentiles.

However, the Church for the last 1700 years was a total and dismal failure
in converting Jews or Moslems . . The reason is because all Semites have a tradition
dating to Abraham 4000 years ago about the unity ofG-D. G-d can not be
compartmentalized. That is why the Moslems have adopted in their religion almost all
the rituals of Judaism. Because the Moslems claim the Mitzvot of the Jews are eternal.

The Christians have in vain attempted to manipulate and misinterpret the
Hebrew Bible as predicting the birth of Jesus. All their references are erroneous.
Isaiah 45 : I is proof. Isaiah prophesied about the birth of Koresh king of Persia and
calls him by his name Koresh -G-d's messiah. Koresh or Cyrus authorized the return
of the Jews to Judea and gave them permission and money to rebuild the temple. Thus
Isaiah calls hin by his name Koresh the messiah . Would any of the prophets have
hod Jesus in mind they would have mentioned the name Jesus explicitly and not hinted

the way Christians misinterpret the Hebrew Bible. Furthermore, all 300 references
that Christians cite from the Old Testament that predict and prophesied the birth
from a virgin and crucifixion of Jesus to forgive the sins ov Adam and mankind can
easily be applied to every one of the man gods of the Romans Greeks Hindus
Buddhist . Or for that matter for any multitude of man gods to be invented in the
distant future or to prehistoric homo sapiens who may have lived millions or billions
of years ago whose bones have been discovered by archeologists.
The Jewish Bible is a vague document divorced from the Oral law that was
given by G-d at Mt, Sinai and during the wandering of the Jews in the desert for 40
years. The Oral Law now appears in the Talmud and is summarized in Shulchan
Aruch. Thus the MEANING OF THE PASSAGES OF THE Jewish Bible that
Christians call the Old TESTAMENT CAN BE EXPLOITED AND CAN BE
CORRUPTED TO JUSTIFY ANY IDEOLOGY NO MATIER HOW FAR
REMOVED IT IS FROM COMMON SENSE AND JUDAISM AS PRACTICED
FROM DAY ONE.
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